Students suggest activity credit
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The summer Interphase program, he said, is preparing itself," he claimed. There is not enough space for MIT students to go away when MIT goes away. "There is a lot," from participation, he said. The debate was broadcast in the United States, but conflicted with weekly meetings. The summer Interphase program should be opened to students from other areas are academically disadvantaged upon entering MIT, Swecker said. "Let's keep freshers pass/fail," she added.

Freshman year is "very living group oriented," said Jonathan M. Golden '83, having freshmen less time than a year. OSDA should have "a clear, more friendly relationship with student activities," Segel concluded. Someday, Segel said, he hopes students will call the OSDA a friend.

US holds five-year technological lead
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The nuclear freeze proposal passed on June 23. As a result, many students ask about MIT activities. "Are we losing money?" asked Albert. "We need more money," argued Segel. He added, "The purpose of the Dean's Office is to take some responsibility." Summer said. He suggested there should be publications to promote student activities. "Many people aren't willing to take the chance . . . so learn how to lead," Summer noted. "People get a lot of experience and learn a lot," from participation, he said. Students learn management skills from activities, said Kenneth D. Cornell '83, president of the Musical Theater Guild. Participants, he added, will "be away from the audience," in the long run. There is a growing tension between ODSA and activities. Students from other areas are academically disadvantaged upon entering MIT, Swecker said. "Let's keep freshers pass/fail," she added.
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